Colourful is a music project started by Jan Fabritius. He´s accompanied in the studio by long-term friend and collaborator Stephan
Maier, who beside Moosh Lahav is also part of the live band.
Colourful’s music is warm, emotive and powerful, taking the listener on a heartfelt journey, where pop casts a blinding shadow on
consumptive beauty; reflected by a carefully shattered mirror and with the depth of an oil rig, each song reveals a lasting image… or
as Soundcloud puts it: #Electronic #Electronic Rock #Dream Pop
The name Colourful exudes childish joy and a certain naivete; it emphasizes variety without clinging onto a stiff definition. This goes
in perfect harmony with the Jan´s intention to evolve naturally, to process the richness of influences without giving in to any genre´s
boundaries. “Colourful” can therefore also be considered an imperative for diversity, a call for inclusion, and thus an antithesis to the
worldwide trend of labelling nowadays (be it in music, culture or politics).
Colourful’s debut album “Second Painting” marked Jan´s first move away from his indie rock driven past as “Evol Bum Pearl“ and
towards a more subtle and electronic form of composition.
The second album “AUS” and the third album “AN” (in German AUS/AN stands for OFF/ON) amount to a two-album concept piece.
Where in “Second Painting“ the guitar appears still to be predominant, here organic and electronic elements meld playfully and
hence define the signature sound of Colourful: calm, yet punchy; catchy, yet challenging; serious and at times ironic. AUS was
produced in the year before Jan moved from Berlin to Paris.
Work on “AN” started the day after Jan arrived in Paris and took a year and a half to finish. For the first time orchestral elements are
introduced to the dreamy universe of Colourful and it´s also the first time, that Jan mixed one of his albums himself.
All albums were mastered at Calyx Mastering in Berlin, where Jan used to work from 2012 to 2016.
In order to receive a digital copy, please contact us via press@colourful-music.com and we ́ll gladly send you a download link.
				

“[Colourful] make a warm, beautiful sound” (ByteFM)
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